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Developing educational capacity is a critical foundation for a nuclear program

- Supports effective local regulatory control
- Facilitates the informed buyer
- Supports move to indigenous operations
- Promotes nuclear security culture
- Engages the State in the broader educational community of interest in nuclear security (e.g., IAEA’s INSEN network)
- Supports and augments training capacity
Effective nuclear security involves multiple stakeholders

- An effective nuclear security framework requires:
  - Scientific and technical disciplines
  - Medical and health sciences, social sciences
  - Industry and business communities
  - Policy, law, and diplomacy

- Cross-cuts civilian, military, intelligence, and NGO engagement
Effective nuclear security must be tailored for the local context

- Developed-world assumptions are not necessarily appropriate for developing countries
- Local culture will heavily affect nuclear security culture
- Sustainability matters
- Regional solutions can leverage resources